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We report a measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry, AFB, in bb¯ pairs produced in proton-
antiproton collisions and identified by muons from semileptonic b-hadron decays. The event sample
is collected at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s =1.96 TeV with the CDF II detector and corresponds
to 6.9 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. We obtain an integrated asymmetry of AFB(bb¯)= (1.2± 0.7)%
at the particle level for b-quark pairs with invariant mass, mbb¯, down to 40 GeV/c
2 and measure the
dependence of AFB(bb¯) on mbb¯. The results are compatible with expectations from the standard
model.
PACS numbers: 14.65.Fy
I. INTRODUCTION
Asymmetries between distributions of heavy quarks and
antiquarks produced in hadron collisions are important
for tests of the standard model (SM) and searches for
non-standard-model physics. The asymmetry arises from
the interference of the different amplitudes contributing
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to the quark-pair production. Details of the origin of
the asymmetries can be found, e.g., in Refs. [1–3]. An
asymmetry in quark-pair production differing from the
SM prediction is indicative of non-standard-model physics.
Two asymmetries can be defined related to heavy-quark
pair (QQ) production, the charge asymmetry, AC, and
the forward-backward asymmetry, AFB, as follows:
AC =
NQ(cos Θ > 0)−NQ(cos Θ > 0)
NQ(cos Θ > 0) +NQ(cos Θ > 0)
, (1)
AFB =
NQ(cos Θ > 0)−NQ(cos Θ < 0)
NQ(cos Θ > 0) +NQ(cos Θ < 0)
, (2)
where Θ denotes the heavy quark Q (anti-quark Q) pro-
duction angle in the incident parton-parton rest frame
and NQ (NQ) is the number of quarks (anti-quarks) pro-
duced in the fiducial range. The parton momentum
is taken as parallel to the incident proton, and simi-
larly for the parton from the antiproton. Under the
assumption of CP conservation in strong interactions,
NQ(cos Θ > 0) = NQ(cos Θ < 0) and the two asymme-
tries are equal, AC = AFB.
Proton-antiproton (pp¯) collisions at the Fermilab Teva-
tron with the center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 1.96 TeV
allow for the study of asymmetries in pair-production
of of top-quarks (tt¯) and bottom-quarks (bb¯). The first
measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry in tt¯
production that showed a difference between the measured
AFB value and the SM prediction was reported by the Col-
lider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) experiment [4]. Later,
in other CDF measurement, the difference with a signifi-
cance between 2 and 3 standard deviations, and increasing
asymmetry with tt¯ invariant mass mtt¯, was reported [5].
The discrepancy prompted significant theoretical activity,
chiefly aimed at calculating predictions in various non-
standard-model scenarios [6, 7]. Recent SM estimates
of AFB based on next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
quantum chromodynamic (QCD) calculations ease the
4discrepancy [8, 9]. Additional measurements performed
by D0 [10] and CDF [11] are in good agreement with the
higher-order calculations. Similarly good agreement with
the SM prediction is reported by the LHC experiments
for the charge asymmetry in tt¯ production [12–16].
Studying the bb¯ forward-backward asymmetry may pro-
vide additional constraints on non-standard-model physics
scenarios. A CDF measurement of AFB in bb¯ pair pro-
duction at high bb¯ mass (mbb¯ > 150 GeV/c
2) gives re-
sults consistent with the SM predictions [17]. The mea-
surement excludes a model with a 200 GeV/c2 axigluon
(gluon with axial coupling [7]), whereas a model contain-
ing a heavier 345 GeV/c2 axigluon is not excluded. The
D0 collaboration has measured the bb¯ forward-backward
asymmetry using reconstructed B± mesons [18]. The
result is 3.3σ below the SM prediction evaluated with
mc@nlo+herwig [19, 20], but consistent with zero
asymmetry. In addition to the Tevatron measurements
performed in pp¯ collisions at
√
s =1.96 TeV, the LHCb
experiment has measured the bb¯-production charge asym-
metry in pp collisions at
√
s =7 TeV [21]. The LHCb
result is consistent with the SM expectations.
The study presented in this article investigates AFB in
pp¯→ bb¯X production down to mbb¯ = 40 GeV/c2. A muon
from semileptonic b-hadron decays is used to distinguish
between b and b¯ quarks. The fraction of bb¯ events in the
data is estimated using a template fit based on the relative
transverse momentum of the muon with respect to the
axis of an associated jet [22], and the invariant mass of a
secondary vertex within a second jet. The background-
subtracted asymmetry is unfolded to particle level, where
“particle level” refers to quantities reconstructed from final-
state particles with lifetimes greater than 10 ps [23]. The
article is structured as follows. Section II briefly describes
the origin of the asymmetry in heavy-quark pair pro-
duction and the theoretical predictions. In Sec. III, the
data sample and event selection are presented. The de-
termination of the observed asymmetry from the data is
described in Sec. IV. The backgrounds are investigated in
Sec. V. The unfolding procedure is discussed in Sec. VI.
In Sec. VII, the systematic uncertainties are given. The
results are presented in Sec. VIII.
II. ORIGIN OF PRODUCTION ASYMMETRIES
AND PREDICTIONS
In the SM, the two main strong-interaction pair-
production processes are quark-antiquark annihilation
(qq¯ → bb¯) and gluon fusion (gg → bb¯), neither of which
induces an asymmetry at leading order (LO) in QCD.
However, when higher-order corrections are considered,
there are several sources of asymmetry [1–3]. Radiative
corrections to quark-antiquark annihilation involve either
virtual or real gluon emission, which leads to an asym-
metry due to the interference of initial- and final-state
radiative gluon processes (giving a negative contribution
to AFB) and interference of processes represented by so-
called box and LO diagrams (giving a positive contribu-
tion to AFB) [1–3]. Interference of different amplitudes
in flavor excitation of q + g processes leads to an asym-
metry, but the contribution is small with respect to the
qq¯ contribution [2, 24]. Additional contributions to the
asymmetry are expected from the interference with elec-
troweak (EW) production processes mediated by Z bosons
or virtual photons, qq¯ → Z/γ∗ → bb¯, which are at the
level of 10% [2, 25, 26]. No asymmetry is expected in gg
processes also at higher orders.
At the Tevatron, bb¯ production occurs predominantly
through gluon-gluon fusion unlike top-quark-pair produc-
tion where the dominant production process is qq¯ annihi-
lation. As a consequence, when the full cross section is
considered including contributions from gg, qq¯, and q(q¯)g
interactions, the integrated asymmetry predicted by the
SM is small. However, it is possible to enrich the sample
in the qq¯ → bb¯ fraction with appropriate selection criteria,
which can lead to a sizable forward-backward asymmetry.
There are several theoretical predictions predictions
for AFB(bb¯) that cover the low bb¯ invariant mass region
investigated in this study [2, 25, 27]. The prediction
presented in Ref. [27], which also includes mixed EW-
QCD corrections is summarized in Table I. Near the
Z pole, the SM bottom-quark asymmetry is maximal
because it is dominated by tree-level exchange of EW
gauge bosons. The selection criteria used in this analysis
match the criteria used in [27], except for the transverse
momentum requirement on the b and b¯ quark, pTb,b¯: we
require particle-level jets to have transverse energy ET >
20 GeV [28], while pTb,b¯ > 15 GeV/c is used in Ref. [27].
The events with pTb,b¯ < 20 GeV/c can influence the bb¯
asymmetry at low mbb¯, that is only the first bin in Table
I, for which the prediction has the highest uncertainty.
TABLE I. AFB prediction from Ref. [27] for different regions
of bb¯ invariant mass. The integral values for each bin are
shown. The first contribution to the uncertainties on the
predictions comes from neglecting higher-order QCD terms,
while the second comes from varying the factorization and
renormalization scales.
mbb¯ [GeV/c
2 ] AFB(bb¯) [%]
35 – 75 0.19± 0.06 −0.01+0.01
75 – 95 2.49± 0.16 +0.52−0.44
95 – 130 1.44± 0.27 +0.16−0.12
> 130 2.14± 0.63 −0.01+0.03
Inclusive 0.34± 0.08 +0.01−0.00
III. THE CDF II DETECTOR AND EVENT
SELECTION
The CDF II detector [29] is a forward-backward and
cylindrically symmetric detector designed to study pp¯ col-
lisions with a center-of-mass energy
√
s =1.96 TeV at the
Fermilab Tevatron collider. The detector is approximately
hermetic over the full angular coverage and is composed of
5a series of detectors to determine trajectories of charged
particles embedded in an axial magnetic field of 1.4 T,
surrounded by electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
and muon detectors.
The analysis relies on the full data set collected by
the CDF II detector of pp¯ collision data but applica-
tion of a prescaled online event-selection system (trigger)
leads to the reduction of the integrated luminosity of the
sample to 6.9 fb−1. The process pp¯ → bb¯X is analyzed
using the so-called soft-muon technique, i.e., using the
muon produced in the semileptonic decay of a b-quark
to distinguish between b-jets from b and b¯-quarks. The
trigger requires a muon candidate with transverse mo-
mentum pT > 8 GeV/c and pseudorapidity |η| < 0.6 [28].
The offline selection requires at least two jets with trans-
verse energies ET > 20 GeV and a muon candidate with
pT > 10 GeV/c inside the cone of one of the jets (muon
jet). The other jet (away jet) is required to be azimuthally
opposed (|∆φ| > 2.8) with |η| < 1.0 and balanced in pT
with the muon jet. The pT balance condition requires that
the difference between transverse momenta of the two jets
does not exceed 60% of the highest of the two. In addi-
tion, both the away and muon jets are identified as b jets
using two configurations of the secondary-decay-finding
algorithm secvtx [30] and applying the more efficient
configuration to the away jet. The algorithm identifies
jets that most likely originate from the fragmentation of a
b quark by requiring the presence of charged-particle tra-
jectories (tracks) that form reconstructable vertices signif-
icantly displaced from the vertex of the pp¯ collision. The
reconstructed jet ET [28, 31] is corrected for the effects
of jet fragmentation, calorimeter non-uniformities, and
multiparticle interactions. Hence, the fiducial region of
the measurement is defined by the following requirements:
two azimuthally opposed () b-jets, balanced in pT , with
|η| < 1.0 and pT > 20 GeV/c; muon with pT > 10 GeV/c
and |η| < 0.6 inside the cone of one of the b-jets.
The simulations use a pythia (version 6.2.16 [32])
LO Monte Carlo dijet sample enriched in heavy flavor by
requiring a muon with pT > 8 GeV/c and |η| < 1.2. The
mbb¯ distribution in events where a Z or a virtual photon
are produced is modeled by reweighting events from the
pythia Monte Carlo sample using the ratio of the LO
differential cross sections of the QCD and EW processes
computed using madgraph [33] as reported in Ref. [34].
A 10% asymmetry [35] is incorporated into the model of
Z − γ∗ production.
For simulated events, the muon and away jets at particle
level are defined in the same way as at the reconstructed
level for real data. In addition we require matching of the
muon and away jets at particle level with opposite-sign b
quarks using truth information from simulation.
IV. ASYMMETRY MEASUREMENT
The integrated forward-backward asymmetry for bb¯
pair production can be expressed using the difference of
rapidities of the b and b¯ quarks, ∆yb [36], which is invariant
under Lorentz transformations along the beam axis. For
a b quark from the bb¯ pair moving in the forward direction
∆yb > 0, and for the backward direction ∆yb < 0. The
asymmetry AFB in terms of ∆yb is defined as follows:
AFB =
N(∆yb > 0)−N(∆yb < 0)
N(∆yb > 0) +N(∆yb < 0)
. (3)
In dijet events, where one of the jets contains a muon,
∆yb is defined as follows:
∆yb = Q(µ)(yAJ − yµJ) , (4)
where Q(µ) is the charge of the muon, yAJ is the rapidity
of the away jet, and yµJ is the rapidity of the muon jet.
Note that ∆yb is positive if a b-quark is accompanied by
a forward muon jet or a b¯-quark by a backward muon
jet, i.e., ∆yb > 0 if the b quark is in forward direction
and consequently ∆yb < 0 if the b quark is in backward
direction.
An unfolding procedure (see Sec. VI) is used to remove
detector effects and infer AFB in bb¯ production at the
particle level. To retrieve the particle-level AFB, the back-
ground is subtracted from the observed distributions, and
the CDF II detector acceptance and resolution are taken
into account. As the sign of ∆yb depends on the charge of
the muon, corrections for cascade decays b→ c→ µ and
B0(s) − B
0
(s) mixing are included in the unfolding proce-
dure. To measure AFB at the particle level as a function
of mbb¯, the mbb¯ and ∆yb distributions are simultaneously
unfolded. We define a one-dimensional distribution of
events divided into eight bins: two ∆yb-bins (positive
and negative ∆yb), and four mbb¯-bins ([40, 75], [75, 95],
[95, 130], and [130,∞] GeV/c2) as shown in Fig. 1, and
perform a one-dimensional unfolding where ∞ stands for
the kinematic maximum.
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after unfolding (dashed) as a function of the combination of
bb¯ invariant mass and rapidity difference.
To subtract the background, the fraction of bb¯ events
in data, fbb¯, is estimated in four bins of the reconstructed
dijet mass of muon jet and away jet, Mjj . The background
distribution is then obtained by applying the weighting
6factor 1− fbb¯ to the events in each Mjj bin. The fraction
fbb¯ is obtained by determining the b fractions in muon
and away jets using two independent template fits. To
extract the b content of the muon jet, fµJb , we use the
distribution of the component of the momentum of the
muon perpendicular to the jet axis, pT,rel, which tends to
peak at larger values for a b-quark jet than for a c-quark
or light-quark jet as shown in Fig. 2. The templates for
the c- and light-quark jets are nearly indistinguishable.
Thus we consider only two templates in the fit, b and c
templates, to obtain the fraction of events with the muon
arising from a b-quark jet. To extract the b content of
the away jet, fAJb , we perform a two-template fit to the
distribution of secondary vertex mass, Mvtx [30], of the
away jet, using mass templates for b- and non-b-quark
jets. The template for the non-b-quark jets is created
by merging the templates for the c- and light-quark jets,
which are quite similar. The peak of the Mvtx distribution
is correlated with the mass of the parton initiating the
jet as shown in Fig. 3. Figures 4 and 5 show examples of
the fits of the pT,rel and Mvtx distributions, respectively,
for the Mjj bin [95, 130] GeV/c
2.
Since the b fractions of the muon and away jets are
obtained from independent fits, we have no information
on their correlation in the dijet sample. However, if
fµJb > f
AJ
b we can obtain the highest (lowest) value of
the bb¯ fraction by assuming that all non-b-quark muon
jets corresponds to non-b-quark (b-quark) away jets, i.e.,
fmax
bb¯
= fAJb and f
min
bb¯
= fAJb − (1− fµJb ). We apply an
analogous estimate to the case when fµJb < f
AJ
b . We then
estimate the bb¯ fraction in each Mjj bin as the average
of the upper and lower extremes in the bin, and set the
corresponding uncertainty to the semidifference between
the extremes. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The
systematic uncertainties related to the procedure used to
determine fbb¯ in data, coming from the fit strategy and
template shapes, are summarized in Table II.
TABLE II. Systematic and statistical uncertainties related to
the procedure used to determine the bb¯ fraction in data.
Absolute uncertainty of fbb¯ [%]
Source
Mjj [GeV/c
2]
40 – 75 75 – 95 95 – 130 > 130
Fit strategy 1.6 0.8 2.2 1.3
Template shape 3.5 3.3 6.4 8.7
Sample size 1.5 2.6 4.1 6.0
Total uncertainty 4.1 4.3 7.9 10.7
V. BACKGROUND
Three sources of background events are considered,
ordered by relevance: events with at least one light-quark
jet, cc¯ events, and events with a misidentified muon.
The asymmetry contribution from events with at least
one light jet mistagged as a b-jet is checked using data [37].
The obtained asymmetries are consistent with zero.
The cc¯ events are dominantly produced via gluon-gluon
fusion. The fraction of cc¯ pairs produced by qq¯ anni-
hilation that give rise to AFB is smaller than in the bb¯
case. Therefore no asymmetry is assumed to arise from
cc¯ production.
In events with misidentified muons no asymmetry is ex-
pected, as the distribution of the trajectories for misidenti-
fied muons is uniform as a function of detector solid angle.
Therefore this background is also treated as symmetric.
A possible contribution to asymmetry can come from
events where one of the jets is initiated by a b quark, and
the other by a c quark; however, these events are pro-
duced via quark-gluon interactions, which is suppressed
at Tevatron energies and therefore they are expected to
contribute negligibly to the asymmetry [2, 24].
As all sources of background are assumed to give neg-
ligible contribution to bb¯ asymmetry we treat the back-
ground as symmetric. Nonetheless, we consider a possible
asymmetry coming from background as a systematic un-
certainty.
VI. UNFOLDING
The measured signal distribution, ~b, after background
subtraction, defined as an eight-component vector of event
frequencies corresponding to each of the histogram eight
bins shown in Fig. 1, is related to the underlying particle-
level distribution, ~x, by the relation
~b = SA~x , (5)
where A is a diagonal matrix that describes the acceptance
in each bin of the measured distribution, and the non-
diagonal smearing matrix S describes the migration of
events between bins due to the finite resolution of the
CDF II detector and the reconstruction technique.
The binned data are multiplied by the inverse matrices
to recover the true particle-level distribution from the
background-subtracted one,
~x = A−1S−1~b . (6)
Before applying the acceptance correction, we first re-
move the smearing effects of the resolution. To unfold the
distribution using the S matrix, an algorithm based on the
singular-value decomposition (SVD) method is used [38].
The SVD algorithm decomposes the non-diagonal smear-
ing matrix S as
S = UΣVT , (7)
where U and V are orthogonal matrices (UTU =
VTV = 1), and Σ = diag{s1, s2, ..., sn} is a diagonal
matrix of rank n containing only non-negative entries,
called singular values of S, in decreasing order. The
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unfolding procedure is then reduced to the inversion of
the diagonal matrix Σ. To avoid amplifying fluctuations
caused by small elements of Σ, we use an a priori
chosen regularization condition, C, defined in Eq. (8),
which maximizes the “smoothness” of the unfolded
distribution by minimizing the second derivative [38].
Hence, the expression we minimize to obtain the unfolded
distribution ~x′, which approximates the true distribution
~x, is
(S~x′ −~b)TB−1(S~x′ −~b) + τ(C~x′)T (C~x′) ,
where B is the covariance matrix of ~b and τ is the optimal
regularization strength, which is related to the singular
value of the smearing matrix S. As the singular values
si are listed by decreasing absolute value, some index k,
called the regularization parameter, exists such that the
optimal τ is given by τ = s2k.
The smearing and acceptance matrices are modeled
using the pythia Monte Carlo sample together with the
model of Z/γ∗ production of bb¯ events. Figure 7 shows
the smearing matrix, which expresses the probability of
observing a mass mreco
bb¯
for a bb¯ pair produced originally
with mass mbb¯.
The smearing matrix is mostly diagonal with small
contributions in the antidiagonal terms. We hypothesize
that the antidiagonal terms originate from events where
the sign of the muon charge changes due to B0(s) −B
0
(s)
mixing or cascade b→ c→ µ decays. In both these cases
the sign of muon charge is opposite to that of decaying b
quark, i.e., the muon incorrectly determines the sign of
b (b¯) quark. To support this hypothesis, we present in
Fig. 8 the smearing matrix for events where no B0(s)−B
0
(s)
mixing or cascade b→ c→ µ decays occurred.
In the unfolded distribution, the mbb¯ bins
[40; 70] GeV/c2 and [130; ∞] GeV/c2 are consid-
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ered as the “edge” bins. Therefore the corresponding
elements of C are −1 rather than −2:
C =

−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 −2 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −2 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −2 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 −2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1

. (8)
0.43 0.27 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.18
0.01 0.37 0.32 0.06 0.02 0.10 0.12 0.00
0.00 0.03 0.38 0.37 0.10 0.11 0.01 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.04 0.75 0.20 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.20 0.74 0.04 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 0.11 0.10 0.37 0.38 0.03 0.00
0.00 0.12 0.10 0.02 0.06 0.32 0.37 0.01
0.18 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.26 0.43
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FIG. 7. Smearing matrix determined using simulated bb¯ events
and used in the unfolding of the final results. Shading illus-
trates diagonalness of the smearing matrix and represents the
level of probability that a given mrecobb¯ bin will be projected
into a given mbb¯ bin.
We use the unfolding algorithm roounfold [39] with
the regularization parameter k as input. For large k,
close to the rank of the Σ matrix, SVD unfolding is
equivalent to pure matrix inversion. For small k (k ≈
1), the regularization condition is strongly enforced. To
determine the best value of the regularization parameter k,
we introduce an asymmetry into the pythia Monte Carlo
sample by reweighting the selected events. For each mbb¯
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FIG. 8. Smearing matrix determined using simulated bb¯ events
where no cascade decays and no B0(s)−B0(s) mixing occurs and
used as a consistency check. Shading illustrates diagonalness
of the smearing matrix and represents the level of probability
that a given mrecobb¯ bin will be projected into a given mbb¯ bin.
bin, several asymmetry variations around the predicted
values are tested by running 1000 pseudoexperiments for
each regularization parameter k. After unfolding, the
measured asymmetry is compared with the generated
asymmetry. Minimizing the bias from the comparison,
k = 4 was chosen as the optimal regularization parameter.
VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The sources of systematic uncertainties considered in
this analysis come from modeling of the geometric and
kinematic acceptance, estimation of the background, and
possible asymmetry of the background. Modeling of the
geometric and kinematic acceptance includes effects of
initial- and final-state radiation (ISR and FSR), and jet-
energy scale (JES). These are estimated by varying ISR,
FSR, and the JES in the simulation. The uncertainty due
to the amount of background is estimated by varying the
bb¯ fraction within its uncertainty. The systematic uncer-
tainty due to a possible asymmetry of the background is
estimated by simulating ±1% asymmetries in the back-
ground distributions. The total systematic uncertainties
for different mbb¯ bins are summarized in Table III.
TABLE III. Absolute systematic uncertainties of AFB in per-
centage.
Systematic uncertainty of AFB(bb¯) [%]
mbb¯ [GeV/c
2]
Integrated
40 – 75 75 – 95 95 – 130 > 130
ISR/FSR 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.05
JES 0.24 0.15 0.02 0.10 0.10
fbb¯ uncert. 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.04
Background AFB 0.11 0.17 0.27 0.34 0.17
Total 0.29 0.24 0.28 0.37 0.22
VIII. RESULTS
In this analysis we measure three asymmetries, the
raw observed asymmetry, which include effects from back-
ground asymmetries, and detector acceptance and resolu-
tion; the background-subtracted raw bb¯ asymmetry, which
is corrected for asymmetries induced by backgrounds but
not for effects due to detector acceptance and resolution;
and the particle-level asymmetry, which is corrected for
background and detector effects. The first two asymme-
tries are shown to demonstrate the effect of the performed
corrections. The results are summarized in Table IV,
where the AFB dependence on mbb¯ and the integrated
asymmetry are presented. The final results, with statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature, are
summarized in the last column. The significant difference
between the raw AFB and the particle level AFB comes
from the interplay of the unfolding procedure and the
small number of events in the highest mbb¯ bin.
TABLE IV. Results of the AFB measurements as functions of
bb¯ invariant mass. The integral values for each bin are shown.
AFB [%]
mbb¯ [GeV/c
2]
Observed Background Particle
raw asymmetry subtracted level
(statistical uncertainty only) (stat+syst)
40 – 75 0.47± 0.49 0.50± 0.54 0.83± 0.83
75 – 95 0.55± 0.61 0.60± 0.70 1.54± 0.73
95 – 130 0.70± 0.71 0.83± 0.90 0.92± 0.87
> 130 0.32± 0.91 0.43± 1.33 2.08± 1.10
Integrated 0.52± 0.32 0.58± 0.37 1.17± 0.71
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FIG. 9. Measured AFB(bb¯) as a function of particle-level
mbb¯. The data are compared with the NLO theoretical predic-
tion [27].
Figure 9 shows the comparison of the results with the
theoretical prediction [27], which is calculated at the par-
ton level using a different lower threshold for the lowest
mbb¯ bin. However, the parton-to-particle corrections of
the theory predictions are expected to be small compared
10
to the experimental uncertainties. An indication of an in-
crease as a function of mbb¯ is visible in AFB(bb¯) measured
at particle level, with an enhancement around the Z-pole
mass similar to that predicted theoretically. The mea-
sured integrated asymmetry of (1.2± 0.7)% is consistent
with the SM prediction. The measurement is compared
with the SM and non-SM predictions in Ref. [27], where
the models with a 100 GeV/c2 axigluon are disfavored.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We present a measurement of the forward-backward
asymmetry in the production of bb¯ pairs in proton-
antiproton collisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV using a sample
from 6.9 fb−1 of integrated luminosity collected by the
CDF II detector. The measured value of the integrated
asymmetry is AFB(bb¯) = (1.2 ± 0.7)%. In addition, the
dependence of the asymmetry AFB on bb¯-pair invariant
mass, mbb¯, is measured. A tendency to an increase of
AFB(bb¯) with mbb¯ invariant mass is observed. The experi-
mental value of AFB(bb¯) around the Z boson mass follows
the theoretical expectation that predicts a local increase
due to the contribution of electroweak processes [27]. This
results is consistent with SM expectations and extends
previous findings [17] to mbb¯ values down to 40 GeV/c
2.
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